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Peter’s Schedule

Here is my 2023 schedule to date:

JANUARY

NOW AVAILABLE ON DEMAND

A Closer Walk: Accessing & Deepening Your

Personal Relationship with Christ

January 4, 11, 18 & 25

7 to 830 pm Eastern US/Canada Time

Attend live or on replay

Entire series $125

Class will be recorded and available to anyone who

cannot attend live

Course conducted over Zoom

A 4 weeks series on accessing and realizing the

personal relationship with Christ that is available to

all of us if we’ll “knock on the door”.

Hugh Lynn Cayce and his son Charles Thomas both

had direct contact with Christ and gave guidelines

on how to manifest that personal contact &

relationship.

I’m sure many of you already have that relationship.

But so many don’t believe they can or feel worthy of

Him.

I want to start the year with this course. It’s time to

step up our spiritual commitments and covenants.

Again, 2024 will intensify this battle for the soul of

humanity. We need to help develop our spiritual

immune systems through oneness and thus best

resist the fear patterns to come. 

Email peterTFwoodbury@gmail to register.

FEBRUARY

Developing Your Intuition

February 1, 8, 15 & 22

7 to 830 pm Eastern US/Canada Time

Entire series $125

Class will be recorded and available to anyone who

cannot attend live

Course conducted over Zoom

There is little of more importance than developing

your highest faculty of knowledge, your intuition.

In this series, we will explore and develop our

intuition through practice, discussion, meditation

and prayer. The goal is to have participants grow in

their ability to tune in and access their thoughts,

feelings, senses, guidance, memory and knowing.

This ability is not reserved to the few, but available

to all of us, and like a muscle, will strengthen with

practice and application.

Email peterTFwoodbury@gmail.com to register

Edgar Cayce Spiritual Retreat

February 24 thru 26

with Peter Woodbury & Ann Osborne

$50 Canadian 

(This event is not covered in the “season pass” as it

is not a Peter Woodbury event)

Peter will speak on Post-Pandemic Spritituality &

Ann will speak on Soul Ages & Spiritual Guides

Friday February 24 at 7:20 pm EST

Peter will be speaking on:

The “Great Flood” of Our Time:  Establishing our

Post-Pandemic Spiritual Path

In this talk, Peter will explore what exactly changed

in our collective psyches as a result of the “Great

Pause”. For example, only 34% of workers have

returned to the office full-time, while 60% claim they

would rather quit than return to the office 5 days a

week.  Peter will take a look at the value shift that

seems to have taken place and what it might mean

for the future of humanity. Peter will make reference

to the Book of Revelation and these times we are

living through and their correlation to “The Fall of

Babylon”, the slow collapse of the much greater

selfishness and greed epidemic of our times.

Sunday February 26

9:35 to 11:30 am EST

Peter will be speaking on:

Application: Next Steps & Commitments to Enhance

our Growth. 

The World Needs Spiritual Warriors – The World

Needs You & Me More Than Ever!

Based on the affirmation – You can’t think your way

into a new way of acting…you need to act your way

into a new way of thinking.

In this segment, Peter will lead the group into an

exploration of covenants* of action that participants

can take to heart and take action on as a follow-up

to the weekend retreat. Participants will be

encouraged to create a spiritual mentorship partner

to meet with regularly to encourage and hold

accountable to the covenants of action that have

been taken.  While this won’t be for everyone, the

basis of the Cayce work if commitments to action –

for it is in the doing that there is the learning and the

seeding of change.

Ann Osborne Talk Descriptions:

Saturday, February 25, 2023 9:45 am – 10:45 am

and 11:00 am – 12:00 Noon

Soul Ages

Soul Ages describes the changing tasks, challenges,

and approaches that we undertake as our soul

grows from incarnation to incarnation.  It is both

spiritual and highly practical! Learning the signature

characteristics and qualities of the various soul ages

can contribute to a deeper and non-judgmental

understanding of ourselves and others, as well as a

more peaceful way of being in the world.

Saturday, February 25, 2023 – 1:00 pm – 3:00

pm EST

Accessing the Wisdom of Spiritual Guides

We all have access to support and wisdom from our

guides who are no longer on this earth.  There are

different kinds of guides, all of whom have wisdom

to share.  We will have the opportunity to get to

know some of our guides, lifetime(s) where we may

have known them before, their purpose in our life

this time, and how we can work with them effectively

to enhance our understanding and our personal

spiritual growth.

For more information & to register:

ecspiritualretreat.com

MARCH

March 7 thru 12, 2023

Online Regression Hypnosis Certification

Training

Past life regression and more…

Peter leads a 5 1/2 day Regression Hypnotherapy

Certification training.

In this regression hypnosis hands-on training

program, you will gain both the theory and practice

of hypnosis and regression therapy. Each student

will complete this certification program will watch

Peter perform 3 live regression demonstrations with

students picked from the class, as well as by being

regressed 3 times by 3 different colleagues and also

regressing 3 different colleagues. You will complete

the program feeling competent to begin a regression

hypnosis practice should you so desire. You will

have experienced first hand the healing potentials of

this work in 3 different ways, 3 separate times: (1) by

observing Peter, (2) by being a regressionist and (3)

by receiving regressions.

You can then add this skill to your current practice

or create a practice using regression hypnotherapy

as a tool for profound healing and life change.

Learn this intense healing modality, with respected

psychotherapist, hypnotherapist, and Harvard

University graduate, trained by Dr. Brian Weiss,

Peter Woodbury, and become certified in Regression

Hypnotherapy.

$875

assistance available

Click here for details

APRIL

April 18 thru 23, 2023

Online Holistic Life Coach Certification Training

Program

with Peter Woodbury

Become a Life Coach! Change Lives for the

Better!

Are people naturally drawn to you? Do people feel

safe with you and tell you their intimate stories?

Have you basically been a “life coach” most, if not

all, of your life? If so, then perhaps it’s time to take

your gift to the next level?!

In this training, we will assist you to take what you

already know and what you already do and adapt

that skill set into a life coaching model! Your “Super

Powers” are in all the life challenges and obstacles

that you have overcome. Your story is the guidebook

that will help many. If you are looking to move into a

life work of meaning and purpose, this could be just

the training for you!

$875

assistance available

Click here for details

Wednesday Evening Series to continue with:

(1) Understanding and Applying the Lastest

Research on Trauma: How to Heal Trauma So You

Can See More Clearly Without The Fog of Trauma

Perception

(2) Narcissism of Our Times: Working through

the Personal & Collective Egocentrism in our

Midst

(3) The Empath Survival Guide

Summer & Fall Series TBD

Once again, let me know if you have any questions

or suggestions.

Peter

peterTFwoodbury@gmail.com
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petertfwoodbury on February 3, 2018 at

7:12 pm

 Reply

Bay Native on May 18, 2019 at 1:24 pm

California?

 Reply

petertfwoodbury on May 18, 2019 at

1:25 pm

Not sure what you’re asking

 Reply

Asunción on December 26, 2019 at 8:49 pm

Peter, are you still doing Skype regression

sessions? I clicked on your email to

schedule, not getting thru…. my apologies

for coming in this way…

 Reply

petertfwoodbury on April 4, 2021 at

11:33 pm

Over Zoom.

PeterTFwoodbury@gmail.com

 Reply

Stephanie L Vieu on April 27, 2020 at 3:31 pm

I would love to sign up for a class. Do you

plan on coming to the Northwestern state

of Oregon anytime soon?

Stephanie Vieu, M.S. LPC, CADC II

 Reply

petertfwoodbury on April 28, 2020 at

3:15 pm

Hi Stephanie,

Thanks for your interest.

I might host a class in the Seattle

area in the fall.

Peter

 Reply

Randy Smith on June 28, 2020 at 8:50 pm

I have to imagine this must have happened

so I want to ask. Have you encounter once,

or perhaps many times past lives coming

up as Alien Beings not of Earth ? I had the

most bizarre lucid experience the other

night. Not just a visitation of a being but

found myself to be different as well.

It’s like its interesting when it’s someone

else 

I like how it is said that people often times

are help via their PLR in present life. QHHT

which I am sure you are aware, claim to go

deeper than normal PLR. Is there in your

feelings and experience a point where

nonsense comes in via influence not of the

Person’s sub or super consciousness ?

Kind of a entertained jokester influence?

I haven’t much money but I plan to look at

your online information as this interest me,

but I am a bit chicken .

Peace to you Peter, enjoy your ARE

presence and interviews.

 Reply

petertfwoodbury on June 29, 2020 at

2:58 pm

Hi Randy,

I think each regressionist develops a

specialty and mine is guides. I get

very few alien experiences but other

regressionists get a lot of those.

I think the depth of the session is

more a factor of the suggestibility of

the client than of the method. The

QHHT method can take a long time

(4 hours) which can contribute to the

depth of trance). I guide people into a

state where they are both hypnotized

and not hypnotized, and in this way

they can consciously process what is

coming in from the

subconscious/soul realm.

Regarding “nonsense”  It isn’t my

job to ascertain what is “real” or not.

I’m facilitating towards what is

helpful. “Reality” is very

consciousness based.

Once the chicken becomes a banty

rooster, let me know! I’d be happy to

work with you.

Peter

 Reply

Pam on August 11, 2020 at 11:15 pm

Any plans Arizona,Sedona would be

great!!!

 Reply

petertfwoodbury on August 15, 2020 at

4:33 pm

Hi Pam,

I’d love to come out and teach in

Sedona. Do you have any

connections with venues?

Once the Covid situation resolves, we

can look into it. Email me at

petertfwoodbury@gmail.com

Thanks.

 Reply

Mary Osani on April 3, 2021 at 10:03 am

I’d love to have Mr. Woodbury preform a

past life regression on me in person. But I

live in Valley Stream, NY. (On Long Island)

 Reply

petertfwoodbury on April 4, 2021 at

11:03 pm

I work over Zoom these days. Email

me at peterTFwoodbury@gmail.com

 Reply

Francis safo on October 17, 2021 at 2:39 am

Hello , Mr Peter Woodbury. I saw a

YouTube interview of you being

interviewed by Luisa on her channel ,

passion harvest and I decided I would like

to be trained in how to do past life

regression and use it to help people to

solve problems they are facing in this life. I

live in Ghana , Accra , in a suburb called

dansoman last stop , behind star of the

sea Catholic church and I am 60 years and

I have not worked for 20 years and don’t

have a pension. And I am not married and

don’t have any children. But I know I am

soul , a spiritual being and I would like to

give service to God and others through

this spiritual modality. Could you please

teach me the principles , through email ,

for free?? What do you advise??could you

send me training videos on how to do

hypnotic regression to help others solve

their problems?? Bye

 Reply

petertfwoodbury on October 18, 2021 at

3:26 pm

Hi Francis, I also received your email

and sent you the link to my YouTube

channel. There’s a lot there about

regression hypnosis. Let me know

how it goes.

 Reply
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